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Mittal Publications, New Delhi, 2006. N.A. Condition: New. viii, 170 p. , ill. ,Even though the country
has a Planning Commission, chaired by the Prime Minister and a wholetime Deputy Chairman,
often the micro regions, like Arunachal Pradesh, do not find their due focus and the priority, they
do so badly need and so abundantly deserve. The treatise in hand tries to fill that void. The book
focuses on the development issues of the micro-region and brings the pearls of wisdom out of the
imbroglio of development milieu of the state under reference. It is expected to assist the Planning
bodies, administrators, planners, educators and teachers in projecting the development issues and
also in suggesting viable and practical solutions. The seventh chapter examines the various
government planning models/schemes and goes on to suggest the most comprehensive, technically
sound and easy to implement, model for the development of the state in coming years and
decades. The book being the outcome of years of research evolves an all encompassing approach
to numerous issues, which are often unique to the region, tries to unfold even the problems that are
very specific and special to this hill state of India.
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Reviews
The ebook is fantastic and great. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the book. Its been written in an exceptionally basic
way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this ebook by which actually modified me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ms. Donna Pa r ker MD
These types of pdf is the greatest ebook accessible. I have got go through and that i am certain that i am going to likely to read yet again once again in the
foreseeable future. I am quickly could get a enjoyment of looking at a created pdf.
-- Giova nni Upton
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